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The local shop in village life

One oof tthe rrecent aadditions to the Museum
catalogue is a copy of a dissertation, by
Brighton University MA student Emma

Gillo, entitled Greenfields for Everything!.
The document looks at the role of the village

shop in the life and economy of rural Britain in
the period 1900-1939, using
Greenfield’s of Storrington as the
example. Naturally enough, Emma
drew heavily on the Greenfield
records in the Museum and the
West Sussex Records Office as well
as many other sources in literature
about the social life of the period.

Emma mentions that there has
been very little research in retail
history about village commerce
and rural consumption, and the
study aims to address this
imbalance. Today’s ‘rural idyll’ has
its basis in a community that
relied on the pastoral agricultural
landscape for its living, and the
village shop was one of the central
parts of rural life, not only for the agricultural
workers, but the middle and upper classes too.

We are indeed fortunate that in Storrington we
have retained a wide range of shops. Perhaps not
the same, in number and variety, as in the early
20th century, but more so than most present day
villages. Emma’s descriptions of 1930s retail
trading, though, show a quite different culture

from that of modern Storrington - but I do
suspect that much of what she describes could
still have applied right up to the 1950s. That was
certainly the case in nearby Henfield, where I
grew up, though things had progressed much
further in large towns. 

Emma points out that the hard
reality of manual labour is
usually glossed over in the
popular image of country life, with
shopping and consumption being
regarded as urban activities, and
not included in the rural story.
Interestingly, some of the sources
she quotes seem to underline the
perception of the countryside as
being backward, savage and
insular - almost primitive, a place
of gossip, twitching curtains and
crime - but at the same time being
seen as a museum piece to be
preserved. And that is not just the
view shown in current culture like
Midsomer Murders and the BBC

Countryfile programmes, underlined by the
inextricable linking of rural life and blood sports.
The same things were being written in Victorian
popular literature.

We are grateful to Emma for undertaking this
comprehensive study, and for donating a copy to
the Museum. We are printing extracts in this and
future issues of Times Past.
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Eric HHues was proud to be a Sussex man,
born and bred, and even prouder to be a
Storrington man. He was born on Saturday

26 January 1924 at 3 Finlay Villas (now 15
Pulborough Road), the only child of Flora May
Coleshill (b.1889) and James (Jim) Frederick
Hues (b.1891). Jim was from Findon and Flora
May from Finchley (London) and they met while
in service at Sandgate House, being respectively
a groom and housemaid. Jim's father was a
groom at Muntham Court.

Eric remembered childhood days in the early
1920s at Finlay Villas - using an outside toilet,
bathing in a tin bath in front of an open fire and
going to bed with candles as the house (and most
of the village) had no electricity. Food (potatoes,
runner beans etc) was grown in the back garden. 

Eric went to Storrington village school (now
Museum of course), leaving at 14 in 1938.  Eric
enjoyed his school days immensely, particularly
history, geography and sport. He played football
for the school, was a talented goalkeeper and
became team captain at the
age of 10. During the summer,
he played cricket for the school,
having been taught to play by
the author, Hugh de Selincourt,
who also lived in Storrington.
He also enjoyed time as a
choirboy at St Mary's parish
church aged 8 to 15, and as a
Cub camping at Henfield and
other local villages.

On leaving school Eric went
to work for his father, foreman
at the Corner Garage (now the
petrol station near the pond off
Amberley Road), owned by Mr
R.H.Saggers. His father taught
him to be an accomplished car
mechanic.  By the time he was
16, he could drive and although
too young to have a driving
licence, this didn't deter him
from driving the school bus!

During the early part of
World War II the 17 year old
Eric repaired Spitfires in

Southampton. The City suffered over 50 large-
scale air raids and he was traumatised by the
constant bombing. Later in the war Eric enlisted
in the Royal Electrical & Mechanical Engineers,
REME. He saw service as a mechanic in Egypt
and Palestine during the clear-up operations after
1945. Demobbed in 1948, he returned home to
work in his father's garage.

Later in 1948, Eric met Enid Holland at a
Saturday night village dance, held at Storrington
Girl Guide hut, and she would become the love of
his life. They became regulars at afternoon tea
dances and film shows at the Plaza in Worthing.
Enid often watched Eric playing for West
Chiltington football club. They married on 2
September 1950 in Storrington parish church,
lived with Enid's parents first then moved to a
new house at Windmill Copse in 1952. Within
eight years, daughter Margaret and son Peter
were born. 

Eric worked at least six days a week in the
garage, repairing cars or being called upon by the

A proud Storrington Man
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The life of Eric Hues (1924-2015), who was a great friend to Storrington Museum, is
remembered by Martin Hayes, County Local Studies Librarian at Worthing, with
contributions from Enid, Maggie and Pete Hues. Eric’s family kindly donated the
proceeds of the collection at Eric's funeral, some £400 in total, to Storrington Museum,
and we aim to provide a fitting memorial to this singular man, who spent almost all of
his life in the village and contributed a book of his memories to the Museum.

Staff of Corner Garage, 1938, left to right back row: Leo Gilbert, Frank
Woolgar, Dennis Chown, Albert Charman, Ivor Gilbert, Eric Hues,
Harold Bourne (clerk); front row Jim Hues, Ralph Saggers (owner),
Harry Gray (mechanic). Petrol pump on left, garage building in
background. From the Eric Hues collection



village policeman to pull someone out of a ditch.
In time, the garage which Eric and father rented
was compulsorily purchased; all the equipment
and customers were transferred to MJ
Garages where Eric became the
manager for a time. After leaving MJ
Garages, he rented a garage of his own
in Cootham before working for West
Sussex County Council repairing the
vans and lorries. He then moved to
TESLA Engineering for several years
before retiring. 

Enid was renting a card shop in
Storrington and, on retirement, Eric
helped Enid in the shop. Here he was in
his element, serving and chatting to
customers, many of whom were friends.
On Enid's retirement, they enjoyed life
together, gardening, taking coach
holidays and enjoying time with their
children, grandchild and from 2011 a
great grandchild. 

Retirement also gave Eric
opportunities to help others collect and
understand the history of Storrington
and district. From 1988 he worked with
Martin Hayes of the Library Service to
copy several hundred of his photographs
which were added to the County Local
Studies Collection at Worthing Library.
He also compiled a couple of typescript
booklets, and two audio recordings,

describing his life and about local
characters, families and businesses in
the past. Some of this material is also
held at the Museum too. 

Visitors to the museum, and also
local schoolchildren, were often
entranced as Eric described well-off
families employing servants, what it
was like to take part in the war and to
work in early motor garages. The real
value in the Eric Hues material is that
he describes day to day detail, funny
stories, interesting characters, details
which rarely make it to more formal
history books. 

Eric had a wonderful Sussex accent
the like of which you rarely here today.
He loved the old days, his childhood,
and lived life to the full with Enid and
their family. 

Thanks to Eric, the Library Service
and Storrington Museum are left with
a personal legacy of documents, photos
and recordings which will be preserved
forever. Sadly, Eric passed away, at

home, on Saturday 5 September 2015, with Enid
by his side, just as he wished, three days after
their 65th wedding anniversary.
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Storrington School Football Team first XI, 1934. Boys sit and
stand in two rows wearing quarter-patterned team shirts with
lace-up necks, football boots and socks. Headmaster Mr.
Waller stands at right. Identified as: back row left to right: ‘Bub’
Pearcey, Henley Tummond, John Simpson, Fred Guile, Charlie
Dean, Percy Ayling, Roland Grossman, Mr. Waller; front row l-r:
Frank Addsett, Doug Weir, Eric Hues (holding ball marked
1934), Cyril Weir, Ron Cramp. From the Eric Hues collection 

School Hill Garage, Storrington, 1958. Forecourt of garage
with Morris Minor car in right background. Standing by petrol
pump left to right: Jim Hues wearing a suit and tie, Roy
Cooper, Colin Hersey, Jim Roberts, Dave Davidson, Eric Hues
all wearing overalls. From the Eric Hues collection

Times Past is always pleased to consider articles on the local history of Storrington and the
surrounding areas. Please send copy by email to bill1966@btinternet.com, or by post to 

Storrington Museum, the Old School, School Lane, Storrington RH20 4LL.
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For our various exhibitions, Mary Wilson of
our curatorial team prepares explanatory
and background notes for the ‘paddles’
beside each display. These often involve
considerable research, and are well
worth sharing. Here are some notes for
the recent schools exhibition, comparing
primary teaching then and now.

In 1965 most of the school children had
transferred to Spierbridge (the former name
of Storrington First School) leaving some of

the infants in the huts at the Old School. By the
Autumn Term 1967 the Old School was closed.
Spierbridge later became a First School educating
children from 4-plus to 10 years old.  At 10 the
pupils moved to Rydon and proceeded to Steyning
Grammar School at 13.  

The age of admission has fluctuated over the
years and so have attitudes to education and the
emphasis placed upon it. At one point swimming
became very, very important in the county and so
the school and the parents went 'all out' to
provide a pool. Maths and reading have become
all-important in turn and nowadays community
involvement is an important aspect of school life.

50 years ago, children were still  being 'selected'
by the 11-plus exams, reading and spelling tests
being termly hazards. HM Inspectors visited
rarely - Ofsted changed that!   

In the 1960s most teaching was still class-based
with blackboard and textbook work being done
'en masse'. Then came 'sets' and small groups.
Education has moved to being child-centred.

Each child knows what is expected of him as he
passes through the key stages. No longer can a
quiet child sit at the back and be ignored - every
one of them is minutely documented. Topics cover
all aspects of learning - a study of a horse can
cover maths, science, English, history, geography
and art!

The teaching of reading has undergone many
changes in 50 years - from Ladybird books and
flash cards to the whole sentence method, to
reading schemes based on the child's ability.
Numeracy has moved from textbook and
blackboard, and chanting of tables, through work
cards and work sheets, on to the realms of the
calculator and the computer. £.s.d. may have
disappeared but pounds and ounces, feet and
inches are still taught alongside kilos and metres,
even after decimalisation.  

Music was always a large part of Spierbridge
life. Some talented children gained scholarships
and attended Saturday classes in London. The
school still has a choir and an orchestra.

Sport was important - football, netball and
rounders were played against other schools in the
Chanctonbury area. There was a daily activity
period - PT, games or swimming.

More recently Spierbridge has gained
recognition for its artwork in the form of a gold
medal for its "delivery of the Arts in  Education"

There have always been visitors - the railway
safety man, PC Jilks with his truncheons, Mr
Kernuck, the WSCC bee man. The school won
first prize in a national competition, featuring
bees.  Mr Blackwell, the Headteacher, had
installed a viewing hive between the two upstairs

classrooms, and Mrs Darlington
looked after it.

In the 1960s few parents
crossed the playground let alone
entered a classroom. Then came
Parent Teacher Associations and
now parents help on a regular
basis inside and outside the
classroom. Village businesses,
like Paula Rosa and Waitrose,
have become involved with the
school.  

So much has changed - from
board and chalk and pen and ink
to biros and computers -  from
solitary teachers to classrooms
with assistants, parents and
welfare ladies. School dinners
have come and gone and come
again. Spierbridge has seen it all!

Storrington First School

How primary education in Storrington has changed over the years -
a very serious looking school group from around 1900 
(Museum collection)



This article is extracted from the dissertation by Emma Gillo (see page 1),
concentrating on the parts directly relevant to Storrington. The full document, which is
available to view in the Museum, quotes numerous extra sources in support of the
conclusions drawn, as well as the Greenfield archives in Storrington Museum. 

Working at Greenfield’s

It hhas bbeen eestablished that Greenfield's was a
crucial supplier of goods for the rural
community of Storrington. Due to the size

and variety of services the business offered, it
was also an important place of work.

The growth of the business and consequent
source for employment can be evidenced
throughout the archive, from the early days of
James Greenfield growing the business through
to the later period outside of this study. 

James Greenfield offered a paternalistic
approach toward his employees through the
living-in system; it would be fair to assume that
he mentored his own sons to have a similar work
ethic and code of conduct with employer/
employee relations. This is not to suggest that all
employees were friends, but when the available
workforce literally came from the Greenfields'
neighbourhood, their reputation, as a decent
employer, would be vital.
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Dark deeds 100 years ago below West Sussex

One oof tthe mmore uunusual dusty books on my
shelf is entitled P.J. The Secret Service
Boy, the holiday adventures of Mr P.J.

Davenant by Lord Frederic Hamilton. It is a
great example of the sort of tale parodied so
perfectly by Monty Python's Michael Palin and
Terry Jones in their 'Ripping Yarns'  series of TV
plays.

P.J. is an archetypal public schoolboy who, at
the age of 15, gets up to all kinds of jolly japes
during the hols. But as the book is set in 1914/15,
and our hero seems to have various connections
with His Majesty's secret service, the jolly japes
involve seeking out, and thwarting, dastardly
German spies.

The action takes P.J. around
different parts of the country,
including Hertfordshire, Norfolk,
Wiltshire and Kent, but one of
the most dramatic adventures
unfolds in the county of Sussex.
P.J. learns of a plot to blow up
the Royal train en route to
Portsmouth, involving a bomb in
a tunnel. A clue in the coded
message is the word
'Ziehenburg', and finding no
such place in Germany, P.J.
employs his schoolboy German
to translate it - 'Pull Borough'.
So he books into a hotel in the
area, in fact in Fittleworth, a
hotel favoured by artists
(obviously the Swan). He finds
one of the lady artist guests

bears a resemblance to a spy from a previous
escapade. So he searches for a possible tunnel in
the area and hits upon the tunnel at Hardham,
near to Pulborough.

Searching for the tunnel, he meets up with
another boy, who wears the distinctive uniform of
Christ's Hospital. Between them, they manage to
outwit the Germans and save both the life of the
King and the country from certain invasion.

“A tunnel at Hardham?” I hear you ask. But
despite some dubious inventions, in this respect,
and in the Christ's Hospital slang quoted, Lord
Frederic is spot on. A canal which included a
short tunnel, was dug in the pre-railway era,

between the Arun near
Coldwaltham and the Rother at
what is now the waterworks at
Hardham, in order to bypass a
long loop for barges on the Arun.
The present railway from
Pulborough to Arundel and
beyond, and the former branch
line to Midhurst, both passed
over the tunnel. So P.J's
adventure, with its canoes and
lots of jolly sticky mud, had at
least some basis in fact.

If you can find the book (I was
unable to see it in the West
Sussex Library catalogue) it is
well worth a read - if only to
show how teenage life and
literature has evolved over the
last century.

Bill Thomson
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By the time Edwin and Charles had taken over
the business the living-in system was no longer in
practice. This would have afforded a very
different set of criteria between the Greenfields
and their staff. The business had grown on a
significant scale becoming the largest shop within
the village and supporting a considerable
workforce. There is mixed testament
to the quantity of employees for
the inter-war period with one
account stating 80
employees and another
putting the figure at
over 40. According to
one, Margaret
Turner, "There was
a time when we had
over 40 working:
that's taking in
roundsmen,
warehouse, that was
the furnishing, grocery,
drapery, hardware."

This puts the business as
a significant employer for the
local population, whilst
simultaneously promoting its status
from a simple village shop to a much more
diverse establishment. Greenfield's was without
doubt an important employer for the village.

As a large and successful establishment the
workforce required to provide the related services
would have been varied. The firm needed delivery
drivers, shop floor staff and warehousemen. It is
clear that some of the jobs would have required
specific skills. In the price book catalogue for
1934 the list of provisions offered from the
furnishing warehouse states, "we have a staff of
experienced men in our workshops. We undertake
all classes of work."

The catalogue then goes on to list: "Upholstery,
pelmets, loose covers, curtains, curtain railways,
French polishing, carpets linoleum and rubber
flooring planned and fitted, mattresses re-made
and re-covered and the filling cleaned and carded
by up-to-date machinery on our own premises."

All of these references suggest a particularly
male workforce, yet the shop definitely had
female staff. They sold feminine accessories such
as underwear, gloves, handkerchiefs, footwear
and hose. Therefore, it does not seem
unreasonable to assume female staff were
responsible for helping female customers and that
they helped in the haberdashery and drapery
departments.

There is documentary evidence which reveals
that girls were often employed as cashiers and
one which describes Winnie Cosham, a young girl
of 15 employed in 1936, with a note stating "shop
and telephone" next to her name.

It seems that whilst Greenfield's were not
selling 'fancy' goods and the shop was not an
overtly feminine space, the role of cashier became
the female domain, perhaps due to the very
arduous and manual nature of rural shop work.
There are many references with hints at how
hard the work was such as:

William Funnell 17/5/28 age 14, left
16/6/28 not strong enough for

the job. Thomas Scott
(Pulboro) Age 15 Started

18 aug 1930 13/6 wk
Left without notice

15/11/30 no good. A
Weir started
25/11/30 left 8/8/31
(very slow).

Greenfield's had a
significant work-
force and, though it

is not apparent how
the staff were ranked,

that some hierarchy
existed becomes clear

through notes made about
the employees:

Eileen May Rendell, born 6th July
1919, started August 21st 1933. Transferred to
grocery cash desk 11/5/36. Freda Fowle age 16,
started 10/5/37. Left 25/5/40 (note in pencil)
transferred to cash desk. Constance Mary
Russell, age 15/8 months. Started 2/9/40,
transferred to shop 29 Sept 1941.

It is not clear where these girls were
transferred from but there was clearly a
classification of shop work and employees had to
earn the position behind the cash desk.

Evidence of the move into shop work from
domestic service for some young girls is also
found within the Greenfield archive; there is a
collection of employment applications from
prospective employees between 1939 and 1940.
One young girl of 16, Doris Beatrice Curson from
Cootham filled in her employment application
stating her last employer as 'Mrs Philpott' and
that employment was terminated due to Mrs
Philpott moving away. She goes on to list her
previous employer as "Lady Abbey of Greyfriars
Storrington" whom she worked for "for 8 months".
Her reason for leaving was that she "wanted a
change".

Here then is solid evidence of a young girl
having been in domestic service looking for a
different kind of work. 

Notes the Greenfields made about staff they
employed are brief, but nevertheless allow some
insight into the needs of the rural employer and
the needs of those they employed. These
documents reveal the short duration of
employment for some: 
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"Bryant Arthur George, started 1/6/40, left 8/6/40,
F Guile age 15, 7/1/37 left 29/4/37 in a temper." 

Others left for better wages: 
'G W Foster age 17, 17/6 pw to start, 25th Aug
1936 as errand boy, ambitions to get behind the
counter. Left 20/9/36 to work in sand pit @ 40/-
wk.'" 

That Greenfield's provided the opportunity to
engage in a different kind of work for the rural
community would have been very attractive. The
shop, as a place of work, was not seasonal like
farm work, or as dangerous as a lot of the
physical work evidenced in the countryside. The
local sand pit employed many young boys but not
without its dangers; a newspaper report from
1907 reveals the death of a young boy, Henry
Wood, and goes on to describe a similar incident
from 1865 when another young boy, Scutt, was
found dead: "with only a few inches of sand on
him; he had been knocked flat on his face, and so
immediately suffocated." 

The perils of manual labour are brought into
sharp focus through this article and reveal how
preferential the relatively safe environment of
shop work must have been.

Shop work provided an opportunity for girls to
move away from domestic service and for young
boys to avoid the perils of manual and
agricultural labour. Perhaps the chance to work
from within a team, conversing with the locals
and selling a variety of goods and services seemed
more attractive for some. Whatever the reasons it
is clear that many locals worked there and even if
they didn't all last, some remained as loyal
employees for many years. The list of employees
that remained with the company for 25 years

includes 14 names,
with two going on
to complete 50
years of service.

One of the most
prominent
employees is
Donald Rapley.
When he left
school he started
work in the
grocery
department. He
moved to the
drapery
department,
eventually
becoming manager.
Mr Rapley then
managed the
furniture
department
through the 1950s
and continued

working for the firm in some capacity until the
1970s. He completed 60 years of service. That
Greenfields looked after their staff is evidenced
here through the longevity of some staff mem-
bers, and is also nicely illustrated through the
annual staff outings.

Greenfield’s furniture shop, c1910, the house on the right, occupied by Edwin
Greenfield, would later become part of the store (Museum collection)

Roger Colebrook 1946 – 2015
Roger CColebrook, a great friend of the
Museum, sadly passed away just after
Christmas. Roger had been ill for some time
but he cheerfully soldiered on. Right up
until the last few weeks he and Tricia still
came to many of the Museum events, and
we all came to admire their courage. Roger
was enthusiastic, practical, and resourceful
and would tackle anything asked of him.
Seeing him barbecuing dozens of sausages at
our annual lunch every year, it was easy to
forget that he was a remarkable man who
had followed a very demanding career and
had many other interests.

He was generous to a fault, cheerful,
courteous, always immaculate, always
appreciative and, not surprisingly,
universally popular. We will all miss him
and feel privileged to have known him.

His funeral on 12th January was just what
you would have expected, with the Chapel
full to overflowing with around 150 family
and friends. It was a lovely service to say
our sad goodbyes to a lovely man.

We hope to print a fuller obituary in our
next Times Past.

Patricia Wilks



We’ve two slightly different events planned
for the early summer. On the afternoon
of Sunday, 19th June. there will be an

historical walk around Storrington Village, led by
Eunice Allen. Walkers are invited to meet at the
Museum and to return there after the walk for a
well-earned cup of tea and cakes. Eunice has led
walks of this kind before and they have always
been a popular and enjoyable event.

Last month we had a talk on the restoration of
Shoreham Fort by Gary Baines. Gary is founder
of The Friends of Shoreham Fort and his
enthusiasm and commitment for the project were
infectious. Then and there we decided to arrange
a visit to the Fort to see for ourselves the remark-
able amount of work that has been done by Gary
and a group of volunteers. This has been
organised by Meg Everitt for 19th July, cost £8,
payable in advance, to the Museum, or Meg
(01903 745051). Sharon Penfold, who is Secretary
of The Friends mentioned a cream tea, included
in the cost, so an afternoon to look forward to.

On the opening days of the three temporary
exhibitions we will have coffee mornings with our
usual home-made cakes and scones.

There will be our usual Quiz Nights and fund-
raising events later in the year, and we welcome
the support we receive from our members.

Please note that all Monday evening lectures are
held at the Old School, School Lane, Storrington,
starting promptly at 7.30 pm. 
Non-Members welcome.

Monday 44 AApril 7.30pm
The history and ‘re-wilding’ of Knepp Castle.
Talk, £4.00 

Saturday 99 AApril 10am 
Opening of ‘Material Matters‘ Exhibition of
clothes and textiles from the Museum collection,
with Coffee Morning until 12 noon. 

Sunday 110 JJune
Storrington Village guided walk, led by Eunice
Allen. 

Saturday 22 JJuly 10am 
Opening of ‘Give and Take’ Exhibition, showing
how the results of family history research can be
shared for mutual benefit, with Coffee Morning
until 12 noon

Saturday 22 JJuly 10am to 4pm
History Group mini-exhibition, marking 100
years since the Battle of Boar’s Head, which
claimed the lives of hundreds of Sussex soldiers.

Don’t fforget: WWednesday, 330th NNovember, 7.30pm
at Sullington Village Hall. Special presentation
by Phil Holt, aerobatic director of the Red Arrows
display team.  

Note: the closing date of the ‘Material Matters’
exhibition is now 19 June, and the ‘Give and
Take’ exhibition opens on 2 July. This is a change
to the previously-published programme, and is
not as printed in the 2016 Events Programme
three-fold leaflet.

Coming soon - Spring programme 2016
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You may have noticed that one of our
forthcoming exhibitions is entitled ‘Give
and Take - Sharing the Results of Family

History Research’. Our curatorial team is often
called upon to help people, often from overseas,
who are researching local ancestral connections,
and they are always ready and pleased to be of
assistance. But it works both ways - the family
historians can often give us previously unknown
facts about the people and places of Storrington
and the area in past times. The exhibition will
aim to show how such collaboration has proved
mutually beneficial in a number of cases. So if
you have found anything interesting in the
museum relating to your family, or have
ancestors connected with Storrington, please get
in touch with us. We would love to know, and may
even be able to help you in return.

Postage: It has been brought to our attention that
some members of the Museum Society who
receive their copy of Times Past by post have
been asked to pay excess postage charges. We do
apologise most sincerely about this, it was not
intentional. We are aware of the problem, and
will ensure that it does not get repeated.

Walks iin tthe SStorrington aarea: Would you be
interested in joining a group led by Mary Wilson
on her favourite walks: Thakeham to
Warminghurst (about two miles) and Washington
Woods to Sullington (about four miles). If either
or both of these appeal, please leave your name
and telephone number at the Museum (740188,
answering machine if we are closed) and we will
contact you as soon as dates are settled, which
will be when the weather is more suitable.  

Museum notes


